The Hartford Offers Standard-Rate Life Insurance to Qualified Applicants Treated for
Breast Cancer and Prostate Cancer
At The Hartford, we are committed to putting our values into action in our products, services and the programs we support.
Our life insurance programs for cancer survivors focus on life, and the cancer initiatives we sponsor are dedicated to a winning
spirit and the optimism that people can make a difference.
Thanks to the latest treatments and medical advances, many people diagnosed with breast cancer or prostate cancer will win
their battle against the disease. In fact, through independent studies¹, The Hartford has found that survivors of each disease who
meet certain criteria have similar mortality experience as the general population.
As a result, The Hartford is the first life insurance company to offer policies at standard rates, with no postponement period, to
qualified survivors.
Assuming no additional adverse underwriting considerations, survivors of breast cancer or prostate cancer who meet the
following criteria may qualify for life insurance coverage of up to $5 million at standard rates from one of The Hartford's issuing
companies.
The Hartford may offer a standard-class policy to clients who meet the following criteria:
Breast Cancer Parameters:
 Age 40 and older
 Small, well differentiated, localized Stage 1 breast cancer
 Strong prognosis for survival based on the results of common tests
Prostate Cancer Parameters:
Surgical Treatment:
 Age 60 and older
 Surgically treated cancer found to be confined to the prostate
 Gleason score, a common assessment, of 6 or less
 Pre-treatment prostrate-specific antigen (PSA) of 10 or less
 Clear surgical margins (cancer-free cells surrounding removed cancer)
 No perineural involvement (no cancer within nerve cells)
Radiation Treatment:
 Age 70 and older
 Clinically localized disease
 Gleason score, a common assessment, of 6 or less
 Pre-treatment prostate-specific antigen (PSA) of 10 or less
 Post-treatment PSA of 0.5 or less
 No perineural involvement (no cancer within nerve cells) or capsular extension on biopsy

"The Hartford" is The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries, including the issuing companies of Hartford
Life Insurance Company (HLI) (New York) and Hartford Life and Annuity Insurance Company (HLA) (Outside New York),
Simsbury, CT. The mailing address for both issuers is PO Box 2999, Hartford, CT 06104-2999.

